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of our societies (government), or the search for our daily bread
(economic systems), people want to believe in a stable set of
INTRODUCTION
rules. – Daniel Peris
Daniel Peris is a Senior Portfolio Manager at Federated Investors in Pittsburgh where he oversees the firm's
dividend-focused products. He is the author of three books on investing, most recently: "Getting Back to
Business: Why Modern Portfolio Theory Fails Investors, and How You Can Bring Common Sense to Your
Portfolio." Before transitioning into asset management, Peris was a historian focused on modern Russian
history. He is the author of a book and several articles on the Soviet Union in the 1920s and 1930s.

How do theories become natural conventions? Where did these investment tools come from?

WHY DO I CARE?
I’ve always been interested in origin stories. How did things come to be the way they are? Why do people dress
the way they do? Where did the standard dimensions of our doors come from? How come Americans drive on
the right side of the street, whereas the British drive on the left? Often times, the reasons are anachronistic: the
answers may provide good explanations, but the reasoning behind them is no longer valid. Yet, we continue
with these anachronisms purely out of convention. The same principle holds in theories of economics and
investing. As inheritors of this new world, we cannot help but function under the fallacies of its paradigms. One
of these fallacies is the notion that economies are independent phenomena that operate, by and large,
according to a certain set of physical laws. Most people will acknowledge that our economic and financial
models are imperfect, but most people also think of them as being somewhat analogous to models developed
in the natural sciences. Because of this false comparison to physics (equilibrium) and nature (normal
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Political-Economy – Theory as Religion
Opportunity for Mass Market Investing = Need for MPT

distributions), people often remain unaware of the centrality of politics in theories of the economy. Economies
are not independent phenomena that answer only to the laws of nature. They are political and social
phenomena that exist within a political system. Theories of the economy that do not take into account the
system within which they operate are flawed...in some cases, significantly so. For example, Austrian theories of
money and credit are better at describing how the banking system operates in a laissez-faire society, whereas
Modern Monetary Theory is better at describing how it works in our current, fiat-based system of unrestrained
credit growth. [1][2] What often happens however, is that devotees of these different schools are actually
advocating for a particular set of policies, under the pretense that their views are scientific and that their policies
derive logically from some objective view of how an ideal economy operates, when in fact, they are based on
political values and societal ideals. The MMT school is full of progressive social-democrats who want
governments to play a larger role in the economy, whereas the Austrian school is full of conservative libertarians
who want less government. This sorting along political lines is not a coincidence. Investment theories operate
rather differently than theories about the economy, in that there is no argument in the investment world about
what matters most: PROFITS. In light of this fact, the discrepancies between various investment theories require
alternative explanations that do not rely on political ideology or moral sentiment. It would seem sufficient to
declare that the wide spread adoption of theories like Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT),[3] the Efficient Market
Hypothesis (EMH),[4] Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM),[5] etc., was enabled by the growth of a large middle
class with excess income available for investment that had not directly experienced the boom and bust of the
Roaring 20’s and accelerated by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) of 1974.[6]
Entrepreneurially minded financial industry professionals saw an opportunity, but this opportunity required a
more streamlined approach to investing and one that would put themselves, and their clients, at ease. The need
to bring order to the chaotic world of prices encouraged the adoptions of systematic investment strategies that
claimed the ability to quantify risk, allowing one to take as much or as little of it as possible in the pursuit of
some quantifiable level of reward.
When it comes to investing other
people’s money, having a more
coherent, easy-to-understand theory
that provides the illusion of control
during what is normally a frightening
experience (giving someone your
money to manage) is a very valuable
tool. From an evolutionary point of
view, it is not difficult to understand
how theories purporting to quantify
risk and target reward proliferated so
quickly. It was in everyone’s interest
that they do so.

The Early Marketplace

EARLY INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
Historical accounts of pre-modern financial markets (stock exchanges, brokerages, banks, trust companies,
pools & syndicates, etc.) depict a far more free-wheeling, rough-and-tumble era than anything we can imagine
today. Even the pre-2018 cryptocurrency markets fail to measure-up to the days of Jay Gould, Daniel Drew,
James Fisk, and later, Jesse Livermore. Speculating in stocks was a dangerous business, and everyone knew it.
Stock Operators ― One cannot speak about pre-modern finance without discussing the personalities that made
it what it was. Whether we’re talking about the JP Morgan’s, the Cornelius Vanderbilt’s, or the Jesse Livermore’s,
one thing is certain: this was an age dominated by large personalities, not institutions. Q: How important a role
did individuals play during this era? Q: Who were some of the biggest personalities and how did they shape
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What Was the Role of Syndicates in the Early Days of Finance?

How Were Stocks Bought and Sold?

these early marketplaces? Q: What were some of
the major contributions made by these early
speculators in blazing a trail for the types of trading
strategies developed on? … I’m thinking particularly
of Jesse Livermore, as he was captured in Edwin
Lefèvre great work, Reminiscences of a Stock
Operator…
Brokerages and Exchanges ― A century ago, there
were no big corporate players in the brokerage
business. Rather, there were numerous, small
brokerages—over 1,000 of them in 1900—that
were essentially unregulated private partnerships.
They were personal operations, serving family,
friends, as well as the local business community.
Brokerages also played more of a social function a
century ago than they do today. At that time, the
only way to find out how your stocks were doing
before the share price appeared in the morning paper was to go down to your local broker’s office and check
the ticker tape yourself. Q: What were brokerages like in the pre-modern period? Q: Did they more resemble
clubhouses or country clubs buzzing with excitement than drab office buildings? How educated or informed
were brokers during this period? Q: What role did they play in encouraging or discouraging the purchase or sale
of a particular stock or security? How much did brokers conspire with stock operators in pump and dump,
syndicated cornering’s, and other schemes?
Today, there are only two broadly recognized market exchanges in the United States (not counting the
commodities and futures exchanges), namely the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the Nasdaq electronic
exchange. A century ago, however, numerous physical exchanges dotted the landscape in every large and in
many medium-sized cities in the United States. New York City led the way with the NYSE, but even within New
York, there were other markets, such as the “curb” exchange for lesser companies that were not or could not
be listed on the NYSE. The curb traders moved indoors in 1921 and became known as the American Stock
Exchange in 1953. Other exchanges were oriented toward specific industries. For instance, the Consolidated
Stock Exchange in New York
focused originally on petroleum
and mining stocks. I’d love to
speak a bit about how these early
exchanges came together. Q:
What was the trading atmosphere
like during this period? Q: Could
anyone just walk up to an
exchange and place an order to
buy or sell a stock? Let’s trace the
steps from someone in his home
in Oyster Bay, Long Island deciding
that he wanted to buy a particular
security. Q: How did one’s desire
to buy a stock go from impulse to
execution, to being registered on
the tape and impacting the price?
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The RCA Syndicate, the Gold Ring, and the Scarlett Lady

Syndicates, Pools, and Corners ―
Q: What was the role played by
pools and syndicates during this
early period? Q: Perhaps we can
discuss the case of RCA and how
intricately involved its CEO, David
Sarnoff, was in organizing a
syndicate to pump—and soon
after dump—RCA’s stock? I love
stories about early attempts to
corner heavily coveted securities
like in the case of the Erie War
where Cornelius Vanderbilt was
defrauded by James Fisk, Daniel
Drew and Jay Gould, who sold
$7,000,000 worth of watered
stock to the commodore during his attempt to acquire the Erie Railroad (the “Scarlett Lady” as she was known,
for the promiscuity of trading between so many hands). ***For interested listeners, the gold panic of Black
Friday (September 24, 1869), caused by Jay Gould and James Fisk’s (the “Gold Ring”) efforts to corner the gold
market is another great tale involving then president of the United States, Ulysses S. Grant, who had a policy of
selling Treasury gold at weekly intervals to pay off the national debt, stabilize the dollar, and boost the economy.

Early Notions of the Market’s “Performance”

Indexes, Newsletters, & Quantification ― Today, people refer to “the market” or “how the market is doing”
without the slightest bit of hesitation or forethought. Though notions of market health were not altogether
absent during the pre-modern period of American finance, they were qualitative assessments made by people
who were actively trading or involved in the market’s day-to-day fluctuations. This is to say, a minority of the
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The Informational Side of Wall Street
A Boom Like No Other

It’s hard to exaggerate the impact that the
crash of 1929 had on the generation that was
alive to experience it (or, for that matter, the
bank runs, depression, and war that would
follow). Of course, any accounting of the crash
is incomplete without a recounting of the boom that proceeded it. As epic as the stock boom of the late 90’s
was, it seems like an inadequate analogue to the one that preceded it 70 years prior. Depictions of the stock
market mania of the Roaring Twenties paint a picture of a
The average investor simply cannot “watch the
world gone mad with dreams of avarice. What makes the
basket” in the way implied by Mr. Carnegie, and
period particularly noteworthy was the protestant, highly
therefore it is a safe principle for him under all
conservative culture out of which it grew. This wasn’t just
ordinary circumstances, to limit his chances of loss
a period of phenomenal economic growth or speculation,
to the greatest possible extent through a wide and
but it was also complemented by rapid cultural
judicious distribution of his capital. – John Moody
liberalization and the embrace of consumerism as a
legitimate end in-and-of-itself. Q: How important was the experience of the crash of 1929 and the subsequent
chaos (bankruptcies, bank closures, record unemployment, etc.) of the 1930’s in laying the foundation (or
perhaps, in creating the need) for the intellectual “renaissance” in financial theory that would dominate the
next 70 years? Q: Was there a need by financiers and the investing public to “bring order to the chaos” of
speculation?
If a man buys a security below its investment value, he

Portfolios, Diversification, Risk, Discount Rates, and Expected Return

investing public (which was itself, a small minority of the general public), had any opinion, whatsoever, on the
health or state of the stock market. Today, anyone can turn on CNBC or head over to Bloomberg.com and check
the ticker on the S&P, Dow Jones, or Nasdaq, in order to see “how the market is doing.” Up until this point in
the conversation, we have focused our attention on the markets themselves. I’d like to turn our attention now
to the informational side of the business, because this is a crucial component to modern finance. Q: How did
information about financial markets become
organized into what we have today, where
people can rely upon quantitative measures of
stock market performance, so that the Dow
Jones or S&P 500 have become synonymous
with not only the health of the market, but the
health of the economy as a whole?
FROM THE ASHES OF THE GREAT CRASH (1929)

Making Sense of Chaos ― Q: Who were some of the need never lose, even if its price should fall at once,
important authors of this period that we should pay because he can still hold for income and get a return
particular attention to? In your book, you make special above normal on his cost price; but if he buys it above
mention of Benjamin Graham & David Dodd’s Security its investment value his only hope of avoiding a loss is
Analysis (1934), John Maynard Keynes’ distinguished to sell to someone else who must in turn take the loss
General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money in the form of insufficient income. – John Burr Williams
(1936), and John Burr Williams’ Theory of Investment Value (1938). Q: What unique insights did each of these
thinkers bring to the table and how did their ideas influence later developments in MPT, et al.? Q: When and
how did this idea of investing in a “portfolio of stocks” come into being? Q: What were the precursors to notions
of diversification or intrinsic value investing and what role did Graham and Dodd play in furthering the concept?
Q: Were there early notions of rational investor theory or the efficient market hypothesis? Q: How did the works
of some of these intellectuals and their works from the 1930’s contribute to the evolution and later maturation
of concepts like the efficient market hypothesis, the rational market agent, etc.?
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Expected Return to Diversification
Quantifying Risk & Return

Mean Variance and the Role of the Dividend

Markowitz & Modern Portfolio Theory ― Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT), or mean-variance analysis, is a
mathematical framework for assembling a portfolio of assets such that the expected return is maximized for a
given level of risk. Indeed, risk is the horizontal axis across which the
On what would become the key issues of
rational investor traverses the “efficient frontier” (the set of optimal
MPT—diversification, expected returns,
portfolios that offer the highest expected return for a defined level of
and discount rates—Graham assumed
risk). To quote now from Peris’ book: “For Williams and to some
the first, dismissed the second, and said
extent the early Graham, expected return was preeminent. After you
very little about the third. – Daniel Peris
have focused on achieving that, yes, a bit of diversification is the right
thing to do to provide a degree of protection. Markowitz goes a long way to reversing that order. In his 1952
article, “Portfolio Selection,” he raises diversification from an assumed and secondary status to the primary
means of achieving what he considers to be the most desirable outcome for investors. And for Markowitz, that
outcome is getting the maximum return for a given level of volatility or variance around the expected return.
Or if the goal is defined from the other factor—an expected return—then the best outcome is to have the
minimum amount of volatility (variance) on the way to that investment return target.” Q: What were MPT’s key
concepts? Q: Was this the first time qualitative concepts like “risk” and “return” were put into an analytical
construct? Q: When did investors and financiers begin to think about risk in quantitative terms? You make the
point that, at the time in which Markowitz published his now famous 1952 paper Portfolio Selection, “mean
variance” was thought about far more in terms of dividend or income than in terms of equity price or a stock’s
market capitalization. Q: Is this at all a controversial view? Q: How and where did the concept of diversification
come into the picture here? Q: When and how were different assets grouped together according to their risk?
Q: How did we go from building this relationship of risk-to-reward to quantifying the reward and risk profiles of
various assets (stocks, bonds, etc.)? Q: What were Markowitz’s insights on asset correlation and how did that
impact his formula for diversification? Q: What was the evidence for the anti-correlation of stocks to bonds?

Michael Jensen and Generating
Alpha ― In the mid-1960’s, recent
University of Chicago PhD, Michael
Jensen, looked at the performance
of 115 mutual funds from 1945 to
1964 to see if he could identify
excess returns above and beyond
what the capital asset pricing
model of Sharpe et al. would have
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Trading Idiosyncratic Risk for Systematic Risk
The Optimal Portfolio Becomes the Market Itself

Maxwell’s Demon as the Alpha Generating Investor

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) ― Harry
Markowitz understood that to get the benefits
of diversification, he would have to find a way
to deal with the movements of individual
stocks relative to one another. This meant
getting the covariances down to manageable
levels. Having designed a very complex system,
Markowitz admitted that practical portfolio
analysis required that “the relationships
between securities be portrayed in a manner
less cumbersome than individual covariances.”
Further headway was made by William Sharpe,
whose basic insight was that MPT could be
made more practical if, instead of determining
how everything moves vis-à-vis everything
else, security returns would instead be
measured against a single yardstick that
appeared to be relevant to all of them: “The major characteristic of the diagonal model [Sharpe’s original name
for his early creation] is the assumption that the returns of various securities are related only through common
relationship with some basic underlying factor.” The most obvious underlying factor was the stock market itself,
in the form of a broad market index. Risk, therefore, already defined in terms of mean variance, became
synonymous with deviation from the broader market, what Sharpe referred to as “beta” or “β.” Companyspecific or nonsystematic risks would be offset through basic diversification. The more your portfolio resembled
the broader market (the more exposure it had to beta, in other words) the less risk it theoretically carried. That
is, of course, implies that “systematic risk” should not be of relative concern to investors. Sharpe’s overall
formula for expected return took into account something that he would call “equity risk premium,” which
reflected the added level of risk investors took by holding equities over risk-free U.S. Treasury securities. Put it
all together, and the formula was simple: (Expected return = risk-free rate + β [equity risk premium])
Q: What were the key innovations made by William Sharpe to Harry Markowitz’ theories, specifically, his
establishment of a benchmark for risk as defined by the broader equity market? Q: Did this idea of trading
idiosyncratic risk for systematic
risk make sense in a period where
A) equity markets were in a longterm bull market and B) no one
was doing it? In other words, when
everyone is trying to correlate his
or her portfolio to the broader
market, systematic risk goes up.

Brownian Motion – More Physics Envy
Dividend Irrelevance Theory

A Random Walk Down Wall Street ― The presence of positive alpha would suggest a predictive ability by the
investor or portfolio manager that would disprove the random walk or efficient market hypothesis. Combined
with the works of price theorists (most notably Louis Bachelier’s work as captured in Paul Cootner’s The Random
Character of Stock Prices published in 1964 and later popularized by Burton Malkiel in his 1973 book A Random
Walk Down Wall Street) who made the case that stock prices resemble the random motion of particles in a fluid
(known as Brownian motion), the message became utterly clear: If you can’t beat the market, be the market. Q:
What was Michael Jensen’s major contribution to MPT and financial theory? Q: Did he believe that alpha was
something that a portfolio manager could consciously generate, or was it simply a variable that he accounted
for by virtue of statistical randomness – was alpha “noise” in other words? Maxwell’s Demon (Generating Alpha)

Miller and Modigliani ― How much debt versus how much equity should they have on the books? How much
should companies borrow to finance their growth and operations as opposed to equity put in by founders and
retained profits? These were the questions that Merton Miller and Franco Modigliani, two academics from the
late 1950’s began asking as they considered the optimal capital structure for a corporation. According to Peris:
“Following the logic of their capital structure argument, M&M determined that whether a company paid a
dividend or did not pay a dividend shouldn’t really make a difference to the value of the firm’s shares. Prior to
M&M, investors understood dividends as a tangible manifestation of a company’s success. A company with a
high and rising dividend commanded a premium in the marketplace. Companies
without dividends were viewed as entirely speculative. Not anymore. According to Investment analysis prior
M&M, investors could collect a higher share of current profits as a big dividend but to the 1930s had little if
would have to accept a lower percentage of the company’s future value because anything to say about the
the company would need to issue more shares to raise the capital necessary to valuation of an individual
continue growing the business. That would dilute the existing shareholders. In stock. And what was said
contrast, a lower current dividend would free up more capital for investment, almost always involved
increasing the future cashflows. Do the math, and the value is the same for the the presence or absence
current shareholder. The dividend payout ratio is irrelevant.” This lead eventually and perceived trajectory
to what is known as the Dividend Irrelevance Theory, which states that investors do of a company’s dividend.
not need to concern themselves with a company's dividend policy since companies – Daniel Peris
that forgo dividend payments can apply that cash towards capital investment, paying down debt, or to repurchase equity. In any case, forgone dividends are retained earnings whose value is priced into the value of
the stock. Q: How important is it that Markowitz’s MPT was created during a time where most equities returned
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If You Can’t Beat the Market, Be the Market

predicted. Jensen’s key insight was that while the CAPM was designed to forecast future returns, it could also
be applied backward in time to explain past performance. Michael Jensen designated any return beyond what
was expected with the Greek letter a (alpha). So when doing retrospective analysis, the CAPM formula became:
Realized return = risk-free rate +β (equity risk premium) + α

From Normal to Leptokurtic

a dividend? Q: Is the notion of “mean variance” more or less relevant as a measure of risk when variance is
around the dividend as opposed to the equity price, which carries more uncertainty? Q: What about the fact
that income is treated differently than capital appreciation for tax purposes, and that some dividends (qualified
dividends) are treated as capital gains versus others (ordinary dividends) are treated as income?
Evolution of MPT ― Just like early neo-classical models of the economy evolved to address many of their short
comings (e.g. Windows OS), so too has MPT. Q: What does investing along MPT lines look like today?
Implications of MPT ― One of the concerns expressed by active managers is that systematic trading strategies
built from some of the concepts that we have described today (namely, that optimal portfolio construction
mimics the broader market) are actually increasing systematic risk by trading away idiosyncratic risk. It’s
interesting to consider that market indices were once a reflection of individual investment decisions.
Increasingly, these indices reflect the strategies themselves, increasingly correlation in the market. Q: This has
a positive impact on asset prices when we are operating in a bull market, but what happens when stocks start
to sell off? Q: Are we increasing kurtosis in a market that was originally conceived of by Markowitz as normal in
its distribution? (i.e. are the tails getting fatter?) Q: What are some of the other risks associated with perusing
such a strategy? Q: Do these strategies increasing flocking or herding behavior?

Options for Dividend Investing ― Q: How does your firm, Federated Investors, use dividend investing in your
portfolio construction? Q: How can someone who is listening to this podcast today implement some of these
strategies? Q: How would you advise them to go about finding an active manager who they can trust, and who
is competent enough to generate an above market return for them over time?
Macro View ― Q: Do you have any thoughts or opinions on where this market is headed? Q: Do you adjust your
portfolio to take into account the macro environment?
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